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“What, your most confident link?What about the ones that were compared before?”Old Sang
asked.
omi said, “The Divine Brain Competition and the Divine Chess Competition that were compared
before are just the ones I’m not very good at.”
Old Sang rolled his eyes and said, “The ones you’re not too good at have all won the
championship, so what will you have to win in the next Divine Warfare Competition.”
“Hahaha.”omi laughed out loud.
The host shouted, “Everyone, please stand still, the Divine Martial Competition, it’s about to
begin.”
“This year’s Divine Martial Competition, just like before, is divided into two parts, the first part,
peer wars; the second part, cross level wars.The first one we are going to conduct is, the peer
war.The so-called peer war is a war between people of the same divine power of the same
divine rank and the same horse.We’ll start with one inferior god, and ask everyone one inferior
god to come forward.”
More than a dozen people stepped forward, all of whom were one lower god.
After some battles, one of them, a one-horse Lower God, became the champion.
And so on.
One rider passed two, two passed three.
omi was a ten-horse middle god, so some wait. One second to remember to read the book
Finally, after half a day, it was omi’s turn.
“Please ask all ten-horse Middle Gods to come out.”
In total, more than thirty ten-horse Middle Gods walked out, including omi.
The host said, “Thirty of you, let’s have a free duel, the one who wins in the end is the
champion of the ten-horse Middle Gods.”
omi immediately said, “This is too much of a waste of time, I’ll just announce that I’m the
champion of the ten-pony Middle Gods, alright, the champion of the ten-pony Middle Gods
group is out, you can proceed to the next group of eleven-pony Middle Gods.”

The host didn’t say anything, but, in his heart, he said, “What a light wind, so arrogant.”
Sure enough, one of the men who was in the same realm and divine power as omi raged, “Wind
Lightning, what the hell do you mean?”
“My point is clear, everyone in the same realm and with the same divine power as me is no
match for me, there’s no need to waste any more time comparing, I’ll just be the champion.”
“Fuck you, do you believe I’ll f*ck you up with one punch?”The man yelled.
Don shook his head, “Obviously, I don’t believe it.”
“Grass.”That man with the same realm and the same divine power suddenly blasted a punch at
omi.
omi shook his head, “It’s too weak.”
“Ka-cha.”In the next second, that man’s arm broke.
“Ah.”That person screamed.
“Ka-cha” omi made another move, that person’s neck was broken, of course, the person was
not dead and was still alive.
omi kicked the man and sent him flying.
The crowd was dumbfounded to see omi spike his peer so cleanly, omi was the one who
possessed the ability to participate in the second part, the over the top battle ah.
The second part of the Divine Martial Competition, the Over the Top Battle, wasn’t for
everyone, that person had to possess the Over the Top strength to participate.
omi shouted, “Is there anyone else who has a different opinion about me being the winner of
this group?”
“Me.”A woman with a gloomy face walked out, this person was called Gu Liuyue.
When everyone saw Ancient Flowing Moon, they all secretly said, “Ancient Flowing Moon also
happens to be a ten horse middle god, this is a good show, Ancient Flowing Moon is very
famous in the last tens of millions of years, she even won the God’s Test before.”
“Wind Lightning and Ancient Flowing Moon are at the same level and with the same divine
power, is Wind Lightning a match for Ancient Flowing Moon?”
“Hard to say.”
Don looked at the one

The woman with the short hair, smiled and said, “Please state your name, I don’t fight
anonymous people.”
The woman raised her head, her face as pale as a black man’s.
“Wind Lightning, very good, I originally thought you were just an inferior god and didn’t have a
chance to fight you, but now that you’ve suddenly become a ten horse medium god, I can beat
you up.”
“Why do you want to beat me up?”
“Anyone who’s handsome, I’ll beat the one I see.”Gu Liuyue said with a fierce gaze.
omi was speechless, was this a compliment to omi, or what.
omi said, “Could it be that the handsome looking men have a grudge against you.”
Gu Liuyue didn’t say anything, but, her eyes showed killing intent.The reason why she hated
handsome men so much was because once she had been cheated by a handsome looking man,
and after taking her purity, she dumped her, from then on, when Gu Liuyue saw a handsome
man, she beat him violently, or even killed him.Of course, whether to kill or beat depends on
the level of handsomeness, and if it’s very handsome, then kill it.
omi, on the other hand, was clearly in the category of killing.
“Die.”Gu Liuyue stared at omi with hatred, causing omi to be incomparably depressed, as if he
had tricked her physically.
“Fuck.”omi cursed and instantly greeted her.
Everyone was looking on, this Gu Liuyue, was a relatively famous genius, never thought that he
would meet up with omi, everyone didn’t know if Wind Lightning was Gu Liuyue’s opponent, I
heard that Gu Liuyue had once defeated a god that was ten horses stronger than her, and was
able to cross ten horses to defeat, this was remarkable.
When omi saw Gu Liuyue make a move, he could tell at a glance that he had two strikes against
her.
Unfortunately, omi didn’t put it in his eyes.
omi didn’t use his full strength, and omi also immediately used a set of boxing techniques to
compare with her.
“Boom.”The fists clashed with each other, and with the same divine power, the comparison was
who had the better fist technique.
“Wow.”Gu Liuyue took a dozen steps back, while omi, who remained in place, clearly had a
stronger fist technique than Gu Liuyue’s.

“Ah.”Gu Liuyue’s body trembled, her Divine Thunder Fist, so powerful, was actually no match
for omi.
“That’s impossible.”Ancient Flowing Moon looked at omi in shock.
The crowd was now also shocked, “Wind Lightning, truly worthy of being a genius, even the
quite famous genius Gu Liuyue has defeated, tsk tsk.”
omi said, “Gu Liuyue, is there any need to proceed further?You’re no match for me.”
“Yah yah.”Gu Liuyue’s body trembled with anger.
The host shouted, “Ten-horse Middle God Group, Wind Light Cloud has won the same level
championship.Congratulations, Wind Lightning, this is the fourth championship title you’ve
gotten.”
“Thank you.”omi received another championship trophy.
That Gu Liuyue looked at omi with resentment.
omi was very upset and said in his heart, “Neurotic, less skilled than others, why are you staring
at me like that.”
Next, the competition continued, eleven horses in the Central God group.
omi turned his head to look at Gu Liuyue and found that this girl was still staring at omi with
hatred.
omi f*cking couldn’t help it.
omi walked over and asked, “Why the f*ck do you keep staring at me?”
Gu Liuyue said, “Wind Lightning, I will definitely kill you.”
omi said depressedly, “Just because I stole the championship that belongs to you?”
“Wrong, I don’t give a sh*t about the championship, I’m going to kill you because, you’re
handsome.”
“Shit, what’s wrong with you, I’m handsome.Is it because I’m handsome and you can’t get it to
kill me?”

